
                SPIRITUAL AND METAPHYSICAL SERVICES–COUNSELING AND CLASSES

Individual and group discount plans.  Fee  per hour based on your timing and financial needs. Mix 
and match the right plan for you and your growth

                      Plan A    Insight into You ( and Yours)
Level I   Intro   Learn basic astrology though understanding your own birthday or natal chart.  This 
is your unconscious life blueprint: awareness of it helps you achieve your Spiritual purpose as well 
as be in the divine flow of life. 
Discover: your best sources of comfort and rejuvenation, vitality and happiness, form of 
expressions( vocationally, avocationally and interpersonally), and much more.   As a gift, you will 
receive your own personal color fulfillment chart with your true joys and passions as a keepsake to 
guide  you.
Intermediate  Level II   Part A:  Learn about astrological predictive techniques( transits, 
progressions, solar arc directions). Discover your current opportunities and challenges.  Find love 
and money.  Learn form your past on how to improve your present and future
Part B:  Learn astrology to understand and improve your relationships including comparing your 
birthday chart with that of significant others to see how you can mesh and get along better and 
what kind of future together is intended (synastry, composite type comparison charts)
Level III Advanced  Review your learning and learn  how to  apply these techniques at home, 
where to find free resources so you can use your  skills.  Complete your color fulfillment chart and 
create a schedule to put you on your path to fulfillment according you spiritual path.

                                    Plan B    Develop your Intuition 
Level I Intro Discover your own personal psychic abilities or ESP channels (seeing, hearing, 
feeling, knowing).  Open up to guidance clearly.  Learn how to care for yourself and your body to 
enhance your  intuitive skills.
Level II Intermediate skills   Learn techniques to receive spiritual guidance clearly such as the well 
known  Ultra Mind extrasensory projection method, synchronicity and signs(Native American), 
dream interpretation , and more.
Level III  Advanced  Problems can be solved.  Use your newfound skills to resolve your personal 
problems one by one.  Apply your intuitive skills to your most pressing current issues and needs.

                                  Plan C   Heal your life with Scientific Prayer 
Learn how to use you power and energy to create the wonderful life you desire and deserveLearn how to use you power and energy to create the wonderful life you desire and deserve.

Level I Intro  Truly understand the basis of the spiritual law (otherwise known as the Secret’s Law of 
Attraction, Neale Donald Walsh’s power of intention, Louise Hay’s affirmation, Norman Vincent 
Peale’s positive thinking, cognitive psychology’s positive self talk, Science of Mind’s prayer 
treatment, sports psychology visualization, etc.).  Therefore, be able to use the power correctly for 
yourself , your body, your children, your pets, for the human race.  Even be able to get free stuff. 
Learn how to send the vibes of love and receive love back..

Level II Intermediate  Identify your underlying negative energy or blocks to using your power  by 
understanding and identifying your defense mechanisms, you inner child traumas and issues.  
Level III Advanced.  Experience deep hypnotic regression and/ or Shadow Work(Your shadow being 
your dark deep repressed side of your childhood wounding ) to release these negative energies and 
free yourself to use your power and SHINE YOUR LIGHT!


